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SUMMARY:  
World Animal Dreaming Oracle cards were created by Scott 

Alexander King, leading author on Animal symbolism, to help you 

identify, acknowledge and embrace the traits and energies of your 

personal power and totem animals. The animal energies are 

presented as beautiful illustrated portraits, with each world animal’s 

meaning clearly interpreted in the accompanying guidebook, 

allowing you to give and receive accurate and inspirational 

readings for yourself and others.  

 

 “With the creation of the World Animal Dreaming Oracle Cards 

comes the desire to foster within the seeker, a deeper appreciation 

of the animals that you have bonded with, or that you may 

spiritually sense around you. I hope to broaden the understanding 

of the animals that physically share this planet with you, too, by 

endorsing them as more than just pets or playthings. The animals, to 

me, are and always have been sacred messengers of Spirit and I 

am thrilled to have been given this opportunity to share the 

symbolisms that I have grown to celebrate as my personal 

connection to Spirit.” Scott Alexander King 
 
 

SELLING POINTS 
 

• Scott Alexander King has a  very strong following within the Australian spiritual community 

• Scott’s last set of cards, Animal Dreaming Oracle Cards (2007) are a consistent bestselling card set in 

Australia.  World Animal Dreaming Oracle Cards  are the next set in the series, sales should be strong. 

• 45 different animals from all over the world, complete with a 132 page guidebook that includes card 

layouts and individual animal meanings 

• World Animal Dreaming Oracle Cards can be used as a stand-alone deck or incorporated into readings 

using Scott Alexander King’s other successful Animal Dreaming Oracle Cards.  

• Beautiful illustrations by renowned artist, Karen Branchflower (illustrator - Animal Dreaming Oracle Cards) 

 

AUTHOR  
 

AUTHOR: Scott Alexander King  LIVES: Lismore,  Northern NSW, Australia 
Scott Alexander King is a Shaman, Visionary and Zoomancer – an individual that examines the habits and 

appearance of animals to help explain or reveal the future path of other people. He is also Australia’s best 

known and most respected expert on Animal totems and symbology and the author of several best-selling titles 

including Animal Dreaming, a shamanic field guide and the Animal Dreaming Oracle Cards and the recently 

released Earth Mother Dreaming.   More information can be found on Scott at www.animaldreaming.com 
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